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In this paper we will apply the Krlpke modclhng to study certain formahzatlons 
of fragments of the mtmtlomstlc theory of choice sequences ot natural numbers 
Section 1 gwes a brief descriptl(m of the theories we study Section 2 provides 
background on Knpke models of mtmttomsttc analysis and introduces a collecUon 
operation which may be apphed to such models Section 3 contains "collection 
lemmas'" for the models of several theortes and apphe,, these lemmas to yield 
proof theoretic losure and independence r sults A feature of the development 
here Is the use of to:saturated Knpke models in the treatment ol theories with 
axioms of choice, bar induction, continuity axioms, and Knpke's schema The 
reader is advised to consult SmoIynskl [12] for an excellent treatment of collec- 
tion operations applied to the study of HeytL,'g's arithmetic and De Jongh and 
Smorynskl [4] for a similar treatment of the thevry of species 
This paper consists of results from the author's doctoral dissertation written 
under the direction of Saul Knpke The author would like to take this opportunity 
to thank Professor Krlpke for his valuable assistance and encouragement during 
the preparation of this dissertation In particular, Professor Knpke pointed out 
errors in an early attempt by the author to prove a collecuon lemma for models of 
AC-NN and his advice aided the author in discovering the current proof which 
makes use of (o :saturated Knpke models Professor Knpke deserves credit for 
the rotlon of canonical model introduced in Section 2 and for the several lemmata 
which, taken together, show that one may restrict one's attention to canoracal 
models in investigating extensions of E + AC-NN)  This renovation substantially 
improved the exposition of the results in Section 3 
Section 1 
Languages 
The theories of intuitiomstlc analysis we study are formalized in a two sorted 
first order language Lu We give a brief general descripUon of many sorted first 
order languages before specifying the structure of Lo in detail 
I 
2 S Wemsteol 
The logical .,ocabulary ot an n sorted first order language L(n  ~ 1) consists ot 
the following symbols the septemlal connectwes A (conjunctton ~ymbol), v 
(dlslunctlon symbol), --~ (conditional symbol), 2. (falsity symbolL the quantlfiers 
V (universal quantifier), :1 (existential quantifier), countably many mdwldual 
varmbles of each of n sorts v 1.1~co, O<~t<~n-1  
The non-logical vocabulary of an n sorted language L consists of a set of 
symbols each belonging to one of the following categorms for each m + 1 - tuple, 
s, m>~lL such that O~<s(/)~<n - 1 for O~<~<m, there ~s a category ot tunctlon 
symbols of kind s and relation symbols ot kind s ~-(L) (the type of L) is the set of 
non-logical symbols ot L 
The terms and tormulas of an n sorted language. L, ale defined inductwcly 
Definition 1.1. (1) Each variable of sort t(fJ~ < t ~< n - 1) is a term ol Lo t  sort i 
(2) If F~- (L )  is a iunctlon symbol ot kind s and tile length of ,s Js in-~ I and 
t~. . t,,~ are terms ot L of sorts s( l) .  . s(m) respectively, then btt t,. is a 
term of L of sort s(t)) 
(3) 3_ ts a formula of L 
(4) If Rc"r (L )  Is a relation symbol of kinds ~ and the length of ,s is m + 1 and 
t~,, , t., are terms of L of sorts s(0). . s(m) respectwely, then Rt... . t,,, is a 
foimula of L 
¢5) It A and B are tormulas of L and u is an individual ~armble of L, then 
AAB,  VAB,  --> AB.  VuA, :luA are formulas of L 
L,, is the two sorted first order language with the following non-logical 
vocabulary a lunctlon symbol, 0, of kind (0), a hmctlon symbol, S, of kind (0, (I), 
a iunctlon symbol, AP, of kind (0, 1,0), and a relation symbol, = .  ol kind (0, 0) 
The intended lnterpretat,on f L.  IS as iollows The logical symbols are to ha~e 
their usual tntUltlOmStlC interpretation, 1 e ,  the Brouwer-Heytmg interpretation 
in terms of proofs and constructions (In Sections 2 and 3 a different interpreta- 
tion ol the logical s~mboN Knpke's  modclhng, will be u,~ed to derive results about 
theories tormahzed in L. ) fhe varmbles of sort 0 ale intended to range over the 
natural numbcxs and the varmbles ot sort 1 over choice sequcnces ot natural 
number,, The symbol (/ ~s to denote the natural number 0, S. the successor 
tunctloq. AP, the apphcat~on perator which apphed to a choice sequence ] and a 
natural numbei n ?leids the nth term of ], and =.  the idenuty relauov between 
natural numbers 
We draw to~ether here ~ome of the notational conventions and abbreviations 
that wdl be used m later sectlon~ We otten use x. v, z and a,/3, T, sometimes with 
subscript.,, as varmbles ot sort 0 ~nd 1 respectwely m Lo, and trequently 
abbreviate AP(a, ~) to a(~) We use /~\ R.  t, A .  B.  sometimes with subscripts, as 
syntactical variables ranging o,,er funcUon symbols, relation symbols, terms, and 
formulas respectwely We will call any function symbol of kind 0) a constant of 
sort i and we wdl use ~(c') as syntactical varmbles ranging over constants 
(constants of sort t) We write A / ' ,B  for AAB ctc to improve rcadahhty  and 
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introduce parentheses for th~s same purpose We use the notations t(ut. , u.) 
and A(u, . . . .  u.) to indicate that u). , . u. are included among the free 
variables of t and A t(u~[t~.. ,u,,[l.) and A(u~lt) , .  ,u~lt.)  denote the 
expressmns that result from t and A by simultaneously substituting t, for u, at all 
~ts free occurrences We will often abbreviate the above notat ion to t ( t~.  . t . )  
and A(t~, . t.) when it is clear what substltutmns are being made These 
notations are always used with the proviso that t, is free tor u, in A and that t, and 
~, are terms of the same sort -n A abbrevmtes  A ---. J_ and  A ~ B abbrevmtes 
tA --. B)A(B ~ A) 3)v',)A abbrevmtes " c, ,, v, - :Iv, (AAVv,(A(v )--> "  v(,))), where t 
is the varmble of lowest index satisfying the obvious syntactical restrictions 
Theorte,s 
In this section we describe several theories which are intended as formahzatlons 
of fragments of the lntumonistlC theory of natural numbers and chome sequences 
of natural numbers We first state the axmms of a weak system of analys~s, E, 
which is contained in all the theories we will study 
The logmal axioms and rules of E are all the axioms and rules of Heyting's 
predicate calculus in the language, Lo For definiteness, we assume the formallza- 
tmn of Heytlng's predicate calculus g~ven in Section 1 of Kreisel and Troelstra [8] 
The non-logical axioms ot E are the universal closures ot each ot the following 
formulas of L() 
(1) ~ = ~, 
(2) x = y ---. tA(.~)~-~A(y)}, 
{3) -nSx = 0, 
(41 Sv=Sy-+ x=y,  
(5) AIO)AVx(A{xt---> A(Sx))--+ V~A(~) 
(2) and (5I are axiom schemata from which particular axioms derive by the 
substitution ot formulas ot L,, for A subject to obvious restrictions designed to 
avoid the inadvertent capture of variables Axioms (1)-(4) are the usual axioms 
for equality and successor Axiom (5) is the schema of mathematical  induction 
The system E is very weak It provides us with the apparatus to talk about 
choice sequences of natural numbers but does not assert the existence of any such 
sequences All the theories we study are extensions of E by the addition of 
various axiom schemata We proceed to list these schemata 
AC-NN ) Vx ::l)y A(x, y)--+:Ic~ VxA(x,c~(g)) 
AC-NN Vx3yA(x,y)--~::lo~Vx/~(x,c~(t)) 
It will be convement to use symbols tor various primitive recursive functions, 
tunctlonals and relations in stating some further axiom schemata This procedure 
requires a brief explanation, since these symbols are not part of the vocabulary of Lo. 
In Krelsel and Troelstra [8] it is shown how all the primitive recurslve functions, 
functlonals, and relations we use here can be defined in their system ELo and how 
the important properties of these functions, funcfionals, and relations can be 
proved m ELo. Our system E + AC-NNI  is, in effect, a notational variant of ELo, 
and hence, we will assume the above developments for E + AC-NN w In particu- 
lar, whenever we use a symbol for a primitive recursive function, functional, or 
relation in a formula we interpret he formula as an abbreviation of that formula 
which results from it by eluninatlng the symbol according to the definitions 
provided m Kreisel and Troelstra [8] 
AC-NS Vr 3aA(x ,a ) - -~3/3  Vx :: la(Vy(a(y)=/3((x, y)))AA(~,a)) 
((,) IS our notation for the pairing function defined m Krelsel and Troelstra [8, 
Section 2] ) 
BIM Va 3r A(a, ,~)AVxVy(A(x)--~ A(x 4 y))AVx(A(x)--~ B(~) 
AVx(Vy B(.,~ ~(y))--~ B(x))--~ B(O) 
WC-N t '~a 3VxA(a, x)--~ Vl3 :Ix :Iy Va(&(y)=/3(y)--~ A(a, x)) 
WC-N Va :Ix A(a, x)--~ V~ :Ix3y Va(&(y)= ~(y)---~ A(a, x)) 
Let K.a abbreviate the following formula of L 
Koot ~V~ :I~ - - la ( f i (x ) )  = ()AVX VV(---IIR(x) = () ~ ot(X ' y) = o~( ~ )) 
C-  N I Va :ITt A(~, ,~)---> 3[J(K,,[3 A VX(-7[3(x )=O----~ Va(:iy ~(y) 
= x ---> A(a, tB(x)- S0)))) 
C -N  Va :Ix A(a, x)-~B[3(Ko[3 AVx(--](:I(~:)= 0--> Va(::ly&(y) 
= x ---> A(a, [g(x)- aul))) 
KS 3a(V~x(a(t)=Ova(x)=SO)A(VXa(,c)=O~--~-7A) 
A (:i~, a(x) = SO--> A)) 
KS ~a(Vx(a(~) =0vcdx) = S0)A(3t  a(x) = SOl-fA)) 
Proof theoteu~ closure properaes 
Apr .  of theoretic losure property asserts that the theorems of a given formal 
system obey some c~osure condition In general, the interest of the property 
consists m ~ts stating an intuitively valid closure condmon on the domain of 
mtmtIonlst~cally assertible mathematical statements For example, according to 
the mtUlt~OmSt a disjunction is assertlble just in case one of its dlsjunct~, Is 
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assertlble Parallel to tlus we have the 
Dtsluncttonproperty If TFAvB,  then FkA  or TFB  where A and B are any 
closed formulas in the language of ,'. 
That the possession of such closure properties as neither a necessary nor a 
suffioent condiuon for the intuiuonistac acceptabihty of a gwen formal system has 
been remarked by several authors The reader as referred to Troelstra [16, Sectaon 
l l l ]  for a dascussaon of thus point Below we last several proof theoretic losure 
propertaes which will receive consideration i Section 3 
Exphczt definabday for numbers If TI-3xA, then 3n(Tb A(S"O)), where ::IxA as 
any closed formula of Lo and T as a theory m Lo 
(A recent result of H Friedman shows that any recurswely axlomatazablc exten- 
saon of Heytmg's anthmeuc whach possesses the disjunction property, also posses- 
ses the exphcit definability property for number~ (Friedman [1975]) ) 
Etphcit definabdtty for sequences If TI-3aA, then there as a formula, B. of 
Lo wath exactly the variables x and y free such that TbVx3~yB/x 
Va(Vx B(x, a(x))----~ A(a)). where 3aA Is any closed formula ot L,~ and T as any 
theory in L. 
Umque exphctt definabdlty for numbers If Tt-3 v~A, then 3n(T I-A(S"0)), where 
::Ix A is any closed formula of Lo and T is any theory in Lo 
Umformzzation property If TI-Vx 3yA, then there is a formula B of L.; with 
exactly the variables x and y free such that Tl-Vx 3~yB/xVx Vy(B--, A), where 
V~ 3yA as any closed formula of Lo and T is any theory m Lo 
We owe to Krlpke the suggestion that we consider umque expliot definab~hty 
In Secuon 3 we exhibit a theory whach has this property and lacks full exphot 
definablhty We use the uniformization property as a tool m our proof that 
E +AC-  NNq~ AC-NN 
Section 2 
In this section we gwe a brief exposmon of the model the~,ry for Heytlng's 
predicate calculus devised by Saul Knpke and introduce certain operations on 
Knpke models for the language of analysis which will form the basis for our 
apphcatlons in SecUon 3. 
6 S ~/t, ltl,,lettl 
Definition 2.1. ,~/is a classical structure for an n-sorted language, L, If and only if 
.~/is a funcnon whose domain ~s {0. . n - 1} U ~'(L) such that V0 ~< ~ ~< n - I ~(t )  
~s a non-empty set (often de~,oted by ]~1,) and VFe~'(L)  of kind ss~(F) ~s a 
mapping from s4(s( !))x tsdts(n)) into sq(,s(0)) and VR ~ ~-(L) of kind ss4(R)~_ 
~/(~(()))t taC(s(n)) In addmon, the sets M(t) are pair wise d~sjomt 
Every structure ~ ~s a structure for some language, L, which we denote by 
L(M) We sometimes use 1-(~t) to denote ~-(L(M)) We will use script capitals M, N, 
~omet|mes w~th sub and superscripts to denote classical structures and mappmgs 
from an index set into the class of classical structures In the latter case ,fly will 
denote the value of M at the index p If F, Re~- IM)  we often write F "~,R ~ to 
denote M(/:), M(R) (the mterpretanons of F, R In ,9~) 
We assume that the reade, ~s familiar wtth the notions of sat~sfacnon, sub- 
model, elementary submodel, ~somorphlsm, etc when apphed to many sorted 
classical structures In general, when classical structures s¢ and N are mentioned m 
the same context ~t is assumed that L(,,d)= L(oB) Th~s apphes especmlly to the 
definmons given below Unless stated otherwise the types of all structures we deal 
with are fimte 
Definition 2.2. s¢_~ ~,~ (.~1 is a posm~e submodcl of N) Iff Vz I~t[, ~ [~[, and 
VF. R ~ ~-(.ff)(R ~_ R '~ and F 'q=F "~ ~ dom F ~ 
Definilion 2.3. A Knpke model. M, is an ordered mple (K'~k <~ ~, .~M) where K ~ 
IS a non-empty set. ~f  ~s a pamal ordering whose field )s K~k K M has a ~<~' 
least element anJ M ~t IS a mapping from K ~t onto a set ot classical structures 
such that Vp, q ~ K'~(1)<M -~" ~dp~Ic_ ~ sd~M) 
We use M, sometimes with subscripts, to denote Krlpke models The elements 
ot K ~' ~fll be called nodes ot M In general, we use p and q to denote nodes of 
Knpke models We use 0 M to denote the ~ '  least element ot K M and call it the 
base node ot M We will have occasion to speak about objects which are hke 
Knpke models except th.  their underlying partial orderlngs do not have a least 
element When doing so we approprmte all relevant p~eces of notation which we 
develop to talk about Kripke models We will f iequently suppress the superscripts 
on notanons used in connection w~th Knpke models when no confusion should 
result 
In our apphcanons of Kllpke models m Section 3 we will need to consider 
models whmh sansfy certain inlamtary ~.ondmons If L is an n-sorted first order 
language as described in Section 1 and K is an mfimte cardinal we add the 
fol lowvg clause to Definmon l 1 to gwe us the language L~o m which such 
mfimta,% condmons may be expressed 
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Definit ion 2.4. If L ~s an n -so | ted  first order language and ~¢ ~s an mfimte cardinal 
the set of terms and formulas of 1 ...... ~s g~ven by the following mductwe def inmon 
' ) Clauses t I)-t5) of Dcf imt|on 1 1 wh|tl~ L ~eplaced by 1..,,,, (2) ~f 1' ~s a set of 
t,~rmulas ol L .... and /--'< K, then ~F  and WI'  arc formulas ol L~,,, 
We proceed to define a relauon, IF ~ (called the torcmg relation), between 
nodes, p, of M and formulas, A of L,,~(M) relatwe to assignments of elements ot 
IMpel, to the free varmbles of A of sort t (Thomason [13, 14] introduced the 
extension of the Knpke modelhng to mfinltary mtumomst ic  proposmonal  lan- 
tmagcs) Let L (M)  be an n-sorted language We let w range over mappings from 
{0. .n~l}  into [~ . . . . ,  , q~,~,'l such that V0<~tmn- l (w( t )~ ''[MpI,)M We 
will write 'w tor w(t) If x e[~t~], we let w ~, denote the mapping w' such that 
'4o :h , .~n(kgt~w'=~w} and Vk~w(kC: l - - - . 'w ' tk J='w(k))  and 'w'(1)=x 
{Nole that lh|s notation ~s unambiguous since we have reqmred that the sorts be 
d~sloint I
t nq  wc define the denotauon o! a term at a node. p. relat|ve to an as:,lgnment 
o~ elements of l~4~t{, to |Ks free varmbles ot sort t 
Definition 2.5. Let M be a Knpke model, p a node of M, and t a term ot 
l~.,IM~ It t=t',, then Den'"(p,t ,w)='w( i )  If t=Ft~ t,,, DenMtp, t, wt = 
F ~'' tDcn~(p,  t~. wk , Denm(p. t,,, w)) 
We now define the relauon plt-~A[w] by mductmn on the complexity ot A 
l)cfinit ion 2.6. Let M be a Knpke model, p a node of M, and A a formula of 
I ,,,,(M) 
If A=Rt  . . . .  t. ~ then plI-MA[w].--~R ~r' (Den(p.t , .w),  .Den(p.t .  t .w)) 
If A = At v'A2, then plFr~tA[w]+-~,ptFMA,[w] or plFX~Ae[w] 
P, .st = A~A A 2, then p IF~A[w]..--~plFMA~[w] and plF'~ A._[w] 
If A = 2 ,  then it is not the case that p l l -~A[w] 
I1 A : ,  \~ --. A :, then p IFr~ A[w],--*Vq(p <- q --. (q II"r~fA ~[w] --* q tt'~S A2[w]I) 
li , \  =Vt ;A .  then piF"tA[w]'~Vq(p<~q - -~V~ [MqI,(qIFMA~[w',])) 
It A --3t'~A,, then pll-~'A[w]~--~3~ c[Mpl,(plF~'A[w~]) 
It /\ = /~I \  then plF~' A[w]~'-~ll~{plFr" A~[w] [ A~ ~ F} 
It X =WF then plF~A[w]'~W{plbr~'A,[w][ A ,  ~ F} 
If A(t', . . e',) Is a lormula and 'w(t j )= r, we often wl~e t It-A(x~. . x,,) 
tot pJt-A[w] We often write M~A for OII-MA ~-(M)=r(~/~,') As with classical 
~tructures. v.henever two Knpke models are menuoned in the s~me context ~t is 
assumed that they are of the same type The reader will note that the same 
s,~mbol~ me used as quanufiers and connectwes m the metalangaage as are used 
t~ denote lhc quantifiers and connectwes of the object language 
8 S Wemstem 
Definit ion 2."/. (a) MI =-- M, Iff VA c L(MO(M) ~ A ~ M2 ~ A) 
(b) MI~'M,  lfl g=(g l ,  g_~) and (KM' ,~M' ) -~ '<KM,~ <~' )  and 'qpc  
K (M r, = ~,¢,,), and Vp, q ~ KM,(p <~ q --* V0 ~< t ~< n - l((g2(p)) , = 
(g~(q)), t [M~"[,)) 
(c) If p~K M, (K~)°={q~K~]p~q} and the Knpke  model M °= 
((gM)p, ~.~t [, (KVl)o .s:~.M } (KM)O) 
If M~ ~M~ and w is an n-tuple of sequences of elements from the domains of 
~¢0~, as above we write (g2(p))(w) for (Am (g_~(p)),('w0n)))o . . . . . . .  l 
Lemma 2.0. I] M~M ~, then Vp ~ KMVwVA ~ L.o, plFMA[w]~-~g~(p)lF M' 
A [(g2(p))(w)] 
The reader should note that isomorphic Krlpke models need not be isomorphic 
when wewed as classical structures (See below for the norton of the classical 
structure corresponding to a Knpke model ) 
The reader is lnwted to verify the following lemma 
Lerrmaa 2.1. 
VIVIVp e KMVq >~ pVA ~ L~,,.Vw(q IF MA [w].-~ q IF M, A[w])  
(Note that thts is an important property of the particular connectwes used in L~, 
Connectives can be defined w~th respect o the Krlpke modell ing which generate 
formulas that fall to have this property )
Another  important property of II-, ot which we will make extensive use m 
Section 3, is gwen in the next 1emma 
Definition 2.8. A formula, A, of L~,,,(M) is progressive w r t tF M if[ 
Vw Vp(pIFM A[  v]--> Vq >~ p ql~-~) A[w]) 
Lemma 2.2. All  [ormulas of L~o,(M) are progresstve w r t It -~ 
Proof. The proof Is a straightforward induction on the complexity of formulas 
Definition 2.9. Let F~ r (M)  be of kind s. lng (s) = n The interpretation ol F m M 
is independent ot the nodes ~ff 
vp, q c K V~, ~ I~,,I,,,, n I~q k,,, v~,, ,cl~pl,,. ,,nt~ql,,. , ,  
(F~Pxl x._ I = F~t"x I • x,, I) 
In dez .ng  with Knpke models for the language of analysis it will be convement 
to restrict our attention to a class of Knpke models In which the interpretat ions of 
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function symbols are independent ol the nodes (1 am indebted to Saul Knpke for 
suggesting that defining such a class would ~mooth the apphcations to analysis and 
for suggestm~ how such a class might best be introduced ) We will define a class of 
Knpke mode s, J, with the following properties (*~ every model in J is isomorphic 
to a model m J m which the interpretations of the function symbols are 
independent of the nodes, ( -  *) every Kripke model is elementarily equivalent to 
a model m J First we show that J cannot be chosen to be the class of all Kr~pke 
models 
Lemma 2.3. There ~s a Knpke model M whld~ is not tsomorphlc to any model m 
whtch the mterpretattovs o] the functton symbols are independent of the nodes 
Proof. We construct a one-sorted model M with r (M)= {F, =}, k(F)= (0, 0, 0), 
k(=)=(0 ,0 )  KM={1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5} ,  VpEK l<~p, 2~2,  2~<4, 2~<5, 3<~3, 3~<4, 
3-< s, 4 <- 4 .5 -< 5, I -<l  = {a}; !.~-_l = {a, b} I~,1 = {a, c}, I,m.,l = IM, I = {a, b, c }. Vl, 
K Vx, vE IM[ ( (x#evy#b) -ep l I -Fxy=a) ,  411-Fcb =c,  5l~-Fcb=a, VpEH (= ~'' 
Is the Idennty relation on Is@l) The reader may easily verify that M is not 
isomorphic to any model m whmh the mterpretaUon of F is independent of the 
nodes 
It is interesting to note that in contrast to the above lemma we have the 
following 
Lemma 2.4. Every Knpke model ts tsomorpha to a Knpke model m wlu¢h the 
mterpretauons of all unar~ fumuons symbols are independent of the nodes 
Proof. For notational convenience we will restrict our attention to one-sorted 
modds Let M be a Knpe model and let 
CORM, p, q, x )~--~ 31E ~K( f(O) = p A3nf(n ) = q A Vn(tf(n )<~ f(n + 1) 
vf (n  + 1 <<-f(n))Ax E IsG., I))  
Call M nice iff kip, q, x(x E IMPI f'l ]Mql ~ CO(M, p, q, x)) We will show that every 
Knpke model ts isomorphic to a race Knpke model and that m every nice Knpke 
model the interpretations of all unary funcuon symbols are independent of the 
nodes 
Let M be a Knpke mooel and let U(p, v)={q c K ICO(M, p,q, x)}, for each 
p E K and x E Is/p] We definc , model M'  as follows 
(K~,I, <M )=(KM ' <~1), 
4,, I} Vp ~ K"r(IsG'Y [ = {(x. U(p, )) Ix E I '~' 
VR, FETIMIVpEKM'VxlEIMp~'I Vx. 
~' • x,,~+R .(x,), ix,,),) E lag~ I((R ,,xl ~" 
1() S Wetn~teln 
and 
FC' ~, x,, =(F~7(~,), • (~,,),, U(p, F'}.'(x,), (.~,,),))) 
Let g =(gt, g:) where gL is the Identity mapping on K M and VpcK M Vx6 
IM~'l(g:(p))(x) = (x, U(p, x)) It is easy to verify that M ~ M' and that M' Is race 
Suppose M is a race Knpke model We want to show that the interpretations of 
the unary function symbols in M are independent of the nodes Suppose F~- ~-(M) 
lS unary and ~ c I~tpl A [Mq[ Since M is nice we have COIM, p, q, x) Let f~"K  be 
such that /(0) = t> A~ni f (n)  = q) AVn(x ~ lM,,,,,i~(f(n)~<ftn + l) ' , / /(n + l)~</(n ))) 
A s~mple argument shows that Vn(F"~,~: =/:  4 ..... ~) 
Definition 2.10 .  ( I ) J = { M I Vp, q ,  ~ K ~'(p ~< r A q ~< r --+ (t) ~ q v q ~< p ))', 
(2) M ,~ a good Knpke model flf 
VI~, q~ g Vt W.(.x ~1"t,,I, NId,,l, ~3r lK ( ,  ~I~A r~qA ~ ~ 1~.1,[,}) 
We proceed to establish that d meets the condlnons ( , )  and ( ~ - ) cited above 
Lemma 2 .5 .  VM ~ J 3M'  ~ J (M ~- M' and the uzterp~etatu)ns o] all fun(turn symbols 
tn M' ate independent of the nodes) 
ProoL We show that every model in J is isomorphic tO a good model in J and 
thai m every good model m d the mteipretatlons of all tuncuon symbols are 
independent of the nodes The details o¢ the proof arc s~mdar to the proof of 
Lcmma 2 4 and will be left to the rcddel 
Lemma 2.6 .  VM 3M'c  J (M  ~ M')  In addmon, If M interprets equahty for oblects 
of ~ort t as Identity at ea(h node, then M' doe~ so as well 
Proof. Let M be a Kllpkc model We construct an M'~_J as tollows Let 
Km ={qc ,,,K,~tlq(O)=O~tAVn<ing(q)(q(n_l)<<~,q(n)} p~M qeep IS an 
Initial segment of q Vp c K ~' (M~: - M Mr,(,n~(~,, ,) An easy mductmn on the length 
of tormulas shows that Vp~KMVw(pIFMA[w]~-~p(lng(p)-- I ) IF~'A[w]),  for 
each formula A c L(M) 
Note that the addmonal condlnon ot the lemma is satisfied by the M' con- 
structed above A construcnon of the above sort was used by Sahlqvlst [11] m 
connecnon with Kllpke models for modal logics 
The central result upon which all our apphcatlons of Knpke models depend is 
the extended completeness theorem for Heytmg's predltate calculus with respect 
to the Krlpkc modelling 
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Extc,lded completeness theorem Let F be a set of sentences of an n-sorted first 
order language, L, and let A be a sentence of L Then FI-A 
VM(M~I ' - - ,M~AI  In addition, if L ct,ntams an equality relation, =, for 
object., of sort i, and 
I'I"Vvl, Vv'l((vl, = v'j w ~v',, = v'l)A (V'. = VI,)A (V'~ = V'I ---" (A(v't,)'~A(v'l)))), 
then the quantifier m the statement of the completeness theorem may be 
restrmted to Knpke models in which the interpretation of = is identity for 
objects of sort 
A Hcnkm style proof of the cxtended complcteness theorem for one sorted 
language~ was gwcn by Thomason [13] The reader may also consult Smorynski 
[12, Thcorem 5 1 6 (and Theorem 5 l 23 lor the trcatment of dccldable qual- 
ity)] Thc cxtcnsmn to n-sorted languages is straightforward The cxtended 
complctcness theorem can also bc derived from the completeness theorem, 
Knpke [9], by invoking the compactness theorem for clas.lcal structures and the 
fact (see below) that the class of classical structures coTrespondmg to Kripke 
modcN .s an elementary class I should like to thank Prolcssor Knpke for pointing 
out this latter proof of the c×tended completene,,s theorem to me and for 
mtormmg me that he was aware of this prool at the time of Knpke [9] 
Combining the extended completeness theorem with Lemma 2 6 we have the 
follow mg corollary 
Corollary 2.7. The extended completeness theorem for Heytmg's predlcate ~alculus 
holds with tespett o the class o/ Knpke models J
An alternatwc proof of Corollary 2 7 could be given using the fact that Knpke 
[9] proves the completeness of Heytmg's predicate calculus with respect o the 
tree models whlch are a (non-elementary) subclass of d Then, as above, the 
extended completeness theorem with respect to J is a corollary of Kripke's 
completeness theorem via the classical compactness theorem and the fmt that the 
class of classical structures corresponding to models m d is an elementary class 
In hght of Lemma 2 5 and its proof, we also have an extended completeness 
theorem for Heytmg's predicate calculus with respect o the good models m J 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted, we will deal only 
with good Knpke models from J and all future reterences to Knpke models are to 
be understood as references to good models m J This guarantees that the models 
with which we deal are one~ in which the interpretations of all function symbols 
are independent of the nodes 
It is sometimes useful to look at Krlpke mod,-_ls as classical structures and 
interpret statements about forcing in a Knpke model, M, in the laqguage of the 
classical structure associated with M This enable,, one to make use of classical 
model theoretic methods to construct Knpke models with non-elementary prop- 
crlies Snch constructions will play a central role in Section 3 The proofs of 
12 s Wem~tem 
Lemmas 2 8 and 2 9 below are te&ous but strmghtforward and will be left to the 
reader 
Definition 2.11. Let M be a KJlpkc model and L(M)  be an n-sorted language 
CL(M)  (the classwal structure assocmted wtth M) is defined as follows For earh 
relat,on symbol R ~ ~(M) of kind s let R" be a relation symbol of kind s *(n) such 
that R~R' - - -~R°~R '°and R°~DOM,  and R°~<, foreach  0~<~<n ~< i sa  
relatmn symbol of kind (n,n) and DOM, ~s a relation symbol of kind 
(n ~) for each O<~t<n " r (CL(M) )={R° IR~-~(M)}O{F IF~. r (M)}U{<~}U 
{DOM, 10~<n} CL(M)  is an n+l  sorted structure w~th ICL(M)[, =IM[, for 
each O~ < ~ < n and [CL(M)[,, = K M 
DOMCr~'~'~(x.y)~.-~y~[M~[,, x ~<cL~,my ~,x  ~< ~,'y, 
R°cLIMI(y~, , y., X) ~,-'~ R ~?'(Yt, , Y,,), F ct ~ 
IS a mapping such that ~p ~ K~F¢ ~ ~M, I domain of F J,~' = F ~,," and the value ol 
F c~-~ for tuples not m [_1~,~.. domain ot F ~,,~' ~s an object chosen flora the 
approprmte Is~0~[, 
Let a be the type of some structure We say a formula is of type cr ff all its 
relatton and function symbols are elements of ¢r If X ~ o" k (X)  denotes the kind of 
X The sort of ~r is max{n 13X~cr3z <lng(k(X) ) (n  = (k(X)),} 
Lemma 2.8. Let o- be a type of sort n > 0 and let DOM, ~ cr for each l < n, ~< ~ or. 
wtth k (DOM,)=(n , t ) ,  k(<~)=(n,n),  VR~r(Vt (R~DOM,) - - . ( Ing(k (R) )>~2 
and k(R)ln~,~R, , =n and Vl ( l< lng(k (R) ) -  l --~ (k (R) l ,<n) ) ) ,  and VF~ 
o 'V l<lng(k(F) ) ( (k (F) ) ,<n)  Then there is a senteme A of type cr such that 
VN(r(N)=o----~(ff3~ A '~,3M(CL(M)=N)) ) ,  t e being a classtcal structure as- 
socmted to a Knpke model is an elementary property 
We now mtroouce a translatton from the mtmt~omstlc language of M into the 
language of CL(M)  
Definition 2.12. Let M be an n-~.~rted Knpke model If A is a formula of 
LK,o(M), then A" (the translation ot A into L~,o(CL(M)) is defined as follows 
If A = Rq t,.. then A"= R"q .  t,,,v~;. 
if A=±, then  A °=1,  
if A =A~/xA2. then A" =A~'AA2,  
If A =A1JA2 .  then A ° =A '~vA~.  
- o __  n n ~t o pl o n r l  If A = AI ~ A. ,  then A -Vv ,  (vo <~ v, ~ (Al(vo [ v;') ~ A2(vol v,))), 
if A = Vvk, A , ,  then A" = Vv;'(v~;<~ v;'--~ Vv~ (DOM~ v','v ~, ~ m';(vgl v:'))),* 
~" t ~' is the vaiiable of lowest index of sort n whlc_h ~ccurs m neither A'~ nor A ° 
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tf A =::lunAr, then A" =Bv~ " ~ " (DOMt. v(,v  /',At), 
ff A =/~F,  then A"=I~{A' ; IAt~-F} ,  
tf A=WF,  then A"=W{ATIAt~I '}  
Note that ff A ~s a formula of L~o(M), then A" ts a formula of Loo,(CL(M)) Let 
M be an n-sorted Kripke model and w be an assignment to the variables of 
.L(M) vw, an assignment to the varmbles at L(CL(M)L ~s defined as follows 
VO<~t<n~,w='w and ~k ~to('~w(k)=p) 
Lemma 2.9. Let M be an n-sorted Knpke model and A be a formula of L,~(M) 
Let w be an assignment of elements from I~,;I,, o~< n, to the varmbles of 
L,,~(M) Then plFMA[w] ff and only if CL(M)~A°[,,w] 
In our apphcatton, of Knpke models m Section 3 we will make use of notions 
related to the notion of saturation m classmal model theory We proceed to define 
these not ions  now 
In this paragraph and Definmon 2 14 let ~ range over both n-sorted Knpke 
models and classlcal structures Let D_~ (_Jo . . . . .  [~l, ~ '=(~,  ~)~, o ha,., thc type 
r(~) tO {c, I x ~ D} where Vx, y ~ D ff x ~ [~[, c~ is a constant symbol of kind (0 
distract from all c c~-(~) and x#y- - *~,~cy  ~ '  is ~dentica) to ,~ except that ~t 
provides an interpretation for each ~, I e Vx 6 D ¢ ~*' = 
Definition 2.13. (a) S ' (L )  is the set of formulas of L all o! whose free varmbles 
are included among v~l, , v(,l,_l, , vi~ 1 .  , v~J l ,  
(b) ff X is a set and A is a cardinal, p<X(X) denotes the set of all subsets of X 
of cardmahty less than A 
Definition 2.14. (a) ~ is A-saturated if and only ff for each m 
VF ~ P<-~(S'"(L((~. c ).¢tj, l,~l,))) 
(VF '~_F(P '<o J~3v ' , ' ,  3v:~ ' , /~F ' ) -~3v ' , ' ,  -~v',:.J,,~F) 
(b) If M is a Knpke model. M is A-supersaturated ,,f and only if CL(M) is 
A-saturated 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 2 9 
Lemma 2.10. I f  M ,s A-supersaturated, then M Is A-sa,urated 
The reader should note that A-supersaturauon of Mts  a stronger property than 
A-saturation of M since the former reqmres the rea]izat:on of conjunctions in 
CL(M) whlch are not the translations of conjurctious in the mtmtiomstlc lan- 
guage of M For example, let M be an ~.ol-,,upersaturated Knpke model whose 
underlying partial orcermg contains infinite ascending chains and let M '~ J be the 
model correspondmg to M constructed in Lemma 2 6 By Lemma 2 6 M and M'  
14 S Wenlstem 
satisfy the same scntcnces at L ....... (M, ¢,),, I.~1 Hence. M'  ~s to :saturated  But, M' 
is not oot-supersaturated ~lnce the underlying partial ordering of M '  contains 
infinite chains and throe are only fimtely many nodes less than any g~ven node 
Tlus leature at A-supcrsatulaled Krlpke models will bc exploited m our study of 
theorms wlth col l t l l lu l ty a\lOll lS ill Sect ion  3 
Definit ion 2.15. L, I M, ,d~ be n-sorted Knpke models M.<~M~ ff and only it 
Kr't.c_K % <~' .c  ~" ,  VpcK ~' VO<~t<n(lsg~"],c M, .. _tat,, I, and (M,q.c,),~u, iMl,i. 
Lemma 2.11. VM,,3MI ([vl~ ~s (ol-supersaturated and M.~Mt)  
Proof. Given a Krll,kC model M.  let ,~B be an w~-satarated elementary extensmn 
at CL(M,.} By Lcmma 2 8. there Is a Knpke mooel M~ such that CL(M~)=/~ 
We claim that IVI.<~M~ q'hls follows m~medlately from the fact that ~ is an 
elementary extension of CL(M.) and Lcmma 2 9 
We will nov, de\c lap some notions, notations and conventions in connection 
with Krlpke models of the theory E of Section l In addition, we introduce the 
collection opctauons on Krlpke models which will be ,tudled extensively m 
Section 3 
B} the alithemtlcal part of a classmal structure, sg. assigned to a node of a 
Krlpke model at E x~e mean the one sorted structure ~= ([MI.. 0 u, S '~, = ~e) For 
any Krlpke model M of F and lor each node p of M the arlthmetmal part of alp 
contains a submodcl isomorphic to (to. O. S, = ) From now on we will suppose that 
((.O, (). S. = } lN )ltcrall',, a submodel of the arithmetical part of .~/~,~ for every model 
M at E and e~crv pcK ~ 
" (' " ¢'=v'~') Hence, by the versmn It is ca%, to \e'. ' lv that E l -V!  Vt )  (t(~= t,(~v--lt() 
ot the extended con,plc~eness theorem cited above, we may restrict our  attenUon 
to those models M ( l E such that Vp ~ K~f. = a is the identity relation on [M),lo 
As noted above, v z are restricting our aUentlon to Krlpke models In which the 
interpretations at ¢)mcllon symbols arc independent of the nodes For models of E 
this has the effect lhat we may identify the ob)ects ot smt  1 with functions More 
specifically, fl M is a model at fi and x~_lM[,, let 
t, = {(v. z)[ 3p • K" ( ,  E ',~2'[,/x v ~ [~a'I,,A AP~o(,.  y) = z} 
Since the interpretation at AP ~s independent of the nodes we have the result that 
J. is a function whose dr,main is U{la/,,j. [ x e [sg,,[d We are not yet m a position to 
Identify each model ol E with one m whmh the ob/ects of sort 1 are really 
function., since there may be t. t '  c= IM h with f~ = J, and x # x' What  we can show 
is that e~ch model at E is homomorphm to a model in which the object¢ of sort 1 
are funct l  Jnb 
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Definition 2.16. H ~s a homomorph~sm of M onto M'  ff and only if H=(h ,  h') 
and h Is av ~somorphlsm ot (K M ~<M) onto (KW,~ M') and Vp~_K'~h' (p)  Is a 
slr¢mg homomorphlsm of ,~g~' onto ~4~ ..... and 
VI?. q c- K 'a lp<~'q  ~ V(l<~t ~ n-- l((h'(p)), -: (IF(q)), } I.ff~'[,)) 
A MIO|lg honlomorphlsn] preserves all rclat,ans cv  opt perhaps identity 
Lemma 2.12. i t  H = (h, h') ts a homomorphtsm ot M omo lVI' and A ts a formula 
o]" I ,~,(M) then VO ~ K "~' VwplF"~A[w] , -+h(p) I r  ~ A[ (h ' (p l )ow]  
Proo|.  The prool ploceeds by a strmghttorwa~'d reduction on the complexity ot 
t O l Il l u las  
Definition 2.17, I1 Mts  a Knpke model of E M t ~s the Knpke model defined as 
to l lo~ IK ~' ,~ ~ ' ) :  (K ~, - - :~) ,V I )~K e't the arithmetical part of ~ '  ss~dentl- 
cal to tilt' ar~ltmlcl~cal parl of ~i/7, Id2"l ,  ==If, I x6t.fff;'l,}, for each pc  K M, 
Vp, k"  V~, [U?'I,,q/,-tv¢,',' t , (APe' : ' I f  '~=t(~) )  
l ,emma 2.13. 7here l~ a homonlotphl;;tz ]tom M onto M ~ ]o~ each lx~tpke model  M 
"t I 
Proof. Lct /-t = (h. h') where h is the identity map on K '~ and Vp ~ Ka~Oh'(p)) .  is 
/kl %1 the idcnuty map on IMp, I~, and Vxc  [~vq~. I~(l((p/ l~(~)=f,)  The reader tray easily 
~erlfx that H is a homomorphlsm ot M onto M r 
Definition 2.18. M is a canomcal model of E if and only ff (1) M is a model of 
F ~2) /'el~ J and ~s good with respect o ot3jects ot sort 0, (3) the standard model 
of art*hmet~c is a submodel ot the arithmetical part of every classmal structure 
assigned to a node of M,  (41 identity is normal,  (5) ~'~ #- IM[, (t~ is a function and 
By the preceding results every Knpke model of E is L .... eqmvalent o a 
canomeal model of E In hght of this fac'~ we wdl hencetorth restrmt our attent ion 
to canomcal models of E The reader wdl note that a canomcal model of E may 
tad to be a good model with respect to objects ot sort 1 This consntutes an 
exception to the convennon stated se, eral oages back In addition, the reader 
should note that the class of classical slructures whu.h are lsomorphm to classical 
structures dS~Ocmted ve~th canomcal models of E is an elementary class This 
ob~mvatlon will be of importance m connection with apphcatlons ot Lemma 2 1 1 
In connection w~th the lntroducqon of cenomcal models for E we will now use 
~, x z and a,/3. y as informal me*ama'ghemancal v rmbles ranging over oblects of 
sort 0 and 1 respectwely m models of E (This i. m addmon to thmr use as formal 
~armbles noted in Section 1)  We also abbreviate APoe(a,x) to a(~)  where 
a c t'~g[, and ~ ~ I ~1,, 
1', ~ Wem~tem 
The above canomzauon ol models of E, though not absolutely necessary, will 
faclhtate the lntroducuon of collection operations for models of E and, it Is 
hoped, will make the exposmon ot the applicaUons of these operaUons m Section 
3 more mtumvdy appeahng than would otherwise be possible I am indebted to 
Saul Knpke tor suggesting ttlat canomcat models l e introduced and for outl ining 
how this might be accomphshed 
Betore giving the plec~se dcf inmon ot a collection operat ion for canomcal 
models of E It wilt be useful to present an intuitive discussion of collection 
operations in general A collection operat ion is an operat ion which applies to 
collectaons of K, 'pke models A yielding i Knpke model M such that VM'~ a Zip 
K M su~ h that p is an mlmedlate successor ot 0 M and M'-= M" This type of model 
theoretic operation can be used m the study of an latUltlOmstic theory by proving 
~, "'eollecuon temma for the models of that theory That is, one proves that a 
e~llecuor, opeIauon apphed to any set of models o¢ the theory (or any set of 
models of the theory drawn from a rich enough ~ubclass of the class of all models 
of the theor?~ y~elds a model of tile theory A typical application of such a 
co 'ecUon lemma for a theory I" is the derwaUon of the d~sjuncUon property for 
7 Suppose that ~/FA and ~ ~B Then, by the completeness theorem, there are 
models M~ and M- ol T such that M~IZA and M21~B Applying the collection 
operation to {M~. M.} we get a model M ol T such that MI~A and MI~B Hence, 
M~ z A v B and by the soundness theorem TI~ A v B Various independence r sults 
can also be deqved horn collecuon lemmas by making a lud~c~ous choice ot the 
collection of models A and ~ho~lng that the result of applying the collection 
operauon to it does not sau~ly glxen tormulas These sorts of applications of 
collection operations will occupy our at tenuon m Section 3 
We now proceed to de~clfl~e a collection operanon for canomcal models of E 
(From here on we will suppress canon:ca['" ) First we introduce the noUon of the 
dlslomt sum o| a collection o! Knpke models 
Definition 2.19. Let 3 -  ~/,~, : be an indexed collection of Krlpke models ZA 
(the dlslomt sum ot .1) is 0~_ qructmc (K "~, ~;a ,  ~¢-a) such that 
tn taking the d~sjcmt sum oi a col lecnon of models we will sometimes want the 
domains Gf the ,nodels m the collecnon to satlsly certain dlsjolntness require- 
ments In part~cu,a;, m ¢onnecnon w;th tile collection operat ion about to be 
defined, we a~sume that W, /c~I~l~ l~[M,  loC~]M,,,,=~o), that is to say, the 
non-standard oble~ , sm the allthmetlcal parts of the various models in a collection 
are to be d~!omt flora one another This condit ion assures that  the result of 
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applying the col lectmn operatma ~s a canomcal model This ~eqmrement results m 
no loss of generahty since we can always substHute ~somorphm coptes ot mode% m 
a gwen collection to obtain a n~,v col leoum that meels the condmon 
Definit ion 2.20. Let A be a ,ol lecUon ol canomcal modcl~ ot E ~auslymg the 
above d~slointness condthon 
and 
G(a)={~xldom(a '~= U IMIo 
M A 
VM e a =313 c IMoMt,(a } dom (/3) :/31} 
We now describe a collection operation. C. defined on indexed collections of 
models of E Let a ={M,},~ be such a collcctum M = ( ' (a l  is defined as toliows 
The nodes of M are the nodes of _~za together with a new oblect O ~1 The ordering 
ot the nodes agrees with the ordering ol Sk  with the added c ,mdmon that 0 ~1 
Is the minimal node The arithmetical part ol the ~tructure s.oc~ated to 0 ~ ~s 
(o~.0, S, =) 
l.~.~'l,=c3(a) and Vac-G(k)V.v<o~(APe"{o.x~=o~(,.))  
We would hke to assign M~. to each node (p. i) ot x-2t to complete the defimt~on 
of C(A) but the resulting structure would not be a Kr,q~e model since 
G(a)~ls¢)',l, We can, however, take care of th~s problem wnhout  much diffi- 
culty We let the arithmetical part of M,~,,,M be the same as the arithmetical part of 
/~I %/ 
and 
W ~ Ise,,'1, I, Vy, ,,1 [Mw,~lo (Ap r '~"" la,  y l= a i r ) )  
We recapitulate th~s dl.~cuss~on m the tollowmg dchn|t lon ot the collection 
operat ion C 
Definition 2.21. Let A :={M,},rl be an indexed collection of mod,.'ls of E C(A) is 
defined as follows K c'a;= K "-a CLIO' ,a~} where 0' ,a,~ K,_a <~' J~ t K "-a = ~<'-~, 
Vp E K ~ 'a;(0~ ~a '~ '~;p ~ The arithmetical part ot ~/~ "~ - t~,), 0, S, = ) Vp ~ K "--x 
(the arithmetical part c,f ~ 'a '= the arithmetical o! ~-/~,-~) 
C~A} __ [M. I , -G(AL  VpeK-a( i  . ,a,  _ :a % 1,-I,~,, t,u(~la;~ 
Vp c K '~ ' ~'Vo~ c [~,,hVx c t~,,I,, (AP 4 (~, ,,. ) : ~t t )) 
We close this sectmn with an eas} lemma whmh will be useful m establishing 
the col lecuon lemmas of Sectlen 3 
Lemma 2.14. Let A be an indexed colle¢tton of models of E For every node 
p e K "-a there zs a homomorphlsm lrom C(zl)" ohm vA" 
lb, S Were tern 
Proof. Let p ~ K "~a We define a homomorph~sm H = (h, h') from C(A)" onto 
-v,_l' Let h be the idennty map on K "-a, and for every q~ K "-a,, let (h'(q)) be the 
~dcnnty map on [s~q'a'l,, i,et ] be a function from G(A) into [s/~,a]~ such that 
Vc~G(A)(c~ I dom( f (a ) )=f (c0)  Such a functmn exists by the def inmon of 
G(,..4) For every q e K "-a' let (h'(q))~ be the ~dentity on I~a[ t  and Va e G(A)  let 
(h'(q))~(a) =f(c~ ) The reader may easdy verify that H = (h. h 9 ~s a homomorph-  
lsm hom C(AF onto S/~" 
Seetion 3 
F~rst. we state a lemma that connects a collection lemma for models of a theory 
w~th some proof theoreUc closure propertms of that theory The proof ot Lemma 
3 0 is ~mphmt in the remarks preceding Def inmon 2 19 above and will be left 
to the reader 
Lemma 3.0. Let T be a stmple xtenston o] E and let A' be a (lass o] models of T 
such that for et~ery sentente A~L.  t[ TFA,  then :qM~'MI~A If VAc  
A' C(A )~ T, then T has the &stunctton property and the e~cph~tt dehnahdttv pn)pert'~ 
for numbers 
The first ot our collectmn lemmas :leals with the theory E 
Lemma 3.1. Let A = {M,}, , be an m,te~ed (olle(uon of Knpke models su(h that 
V t~IM,~E 7hen C(,.1~1' 
Proof. The venf icanon that 0 ( ' ~ ~o,c.c., ead~ o|  ~he axioms of E, except the 
schema of mducuon ,, cu~ rvlv Iottl~Mc I'hc reader may refer to Smorynskl [12, 
Theorem '~ 2 4] [or a n ta , ,  , m , ',-. -dwma of mductlon 
Corollary 3.2. b has the d,~pm¢ u,,,, pr,,p~  ,nd ~lu, ewh(tt deJmahthty property 
for numbers 
We proceed t( t p~o,c a ~olt~ct~on tcmma for Eq AC-NN)  
Lemma 3.3. Let J = I,%1,}, r he an mde~,ed ~ollettton of Knpke models such that 
Vt~IM.~E+A( - -NN)  Then C(_~)~E-tA("  NN ) 
Proof. Let A ={M,},,I ~atMy the hypothesis ot the lemma By Lemma 3 1 
C(..1)~ EWc only need show, then, that 0 ' ,a) forces each instance of AC-NN)  
We want to show that OC'a'LI-V~3)yA(x,y)--->3aVxA(x,a(x)) By the 
defimtlon of forcing we must show that Vp c KC~a)(p I~-Vx 3 t y 
A(x, y)--> plt-3aVrA(~:,a(x))) By Lemmas 2 12 and 2 14 and the hypothesis ol 
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the lemma, this holds for all nodes p which lie strictly beyond 0 cCa~ Hence, we 
only need verffs, that OC'"qI-Vx 31y A(x, y) -~ O' ~a~ll-3a Vx A(x, a(x)) Suppose 
(1) 0e~aqI-VxN!y A(x,y)  Then, by the progressivity ol forcing, (2) Vtc  
0 M,, t)ll-Vx 3Ty A(x, y), and hence, Vt c I(0 M,, 01b3a Vx A(x, a(x)) Let f be a 
function with dora f = I such that Vi ~ I(0 M,, t)l~Vx A(x, (ft0/(x)), and let a = 
[.J,~1f(l) We wdl argue that a ~ G(A) and OC~aql-Vx A(x, a(x}) 
In order to show that a e G(A) ~t suffices to show that a ~s a function, i e. is a 
single valued relation, since, ff this is the case, 0~ clearly saUsfies the remaining 
conditions for membership m G(A) by definmon By the dehnmon of C(A) we 
have that V~, 1 ~ I0  ~ 1 --~ dora f0)  A dora f(l) - to), and hence we only need verify 
that a is single valued on to. Suppose not Then, for some t, 1 ~ I and n E to we 
have (O ut, t)lt A(n, (f0)(n)) and (0 M,, 1)lt-A(n, (f(l))(n)) and (f(0)(n) ~ (f(l))(n) 
But, by progresslvity and (1), there is an meto  such that (0 M,, ~tl~-A(n, m) and 
(0 M',I)II-A(n~ m). But then, e~ther (0 ~,,t)llz~x 3~ yA(x,y)  or (0 ~t,l)lt ~ 
*fix ::l! yA(x, ~), which contradicts (2) Hence, a ~ G(A) 
Finally. we verify that 0 ~ "~qI-Vx A(x, a(x)) By the definmon ot a and Lemmas 
2 12 and 2.14 we have that for every node. p, whmh lies smctly beyond 
0 c~a~p tt- Vx A (x, a (~)) Hence, we only need show that Vx ~ to0 ~ ~a~ [I- A (x, a (x)) 
Suppose no~ Then there are, by (1), m. neto such that oc~a~l~A(m,n) and 
et(m)C=n But then, for each t6I(O~.,t)l~-A(m,n) and (O~,t)t I -A(m,a(m)) 
which contradicts (2) Hence, OC'a~ll-VxA(~c,a(x)) and, therefore, 0c~aq. u 
~a ~x A(x, e~(x)) 
CorollmT 3.4. E + AC-NN;  has the dlslunct~on property and the expll~ ~t definabd- 
lty property for numbers 
Corollary 3 4 was first proved in Moschovakls [10, Section 8], for the corres- 
ponding system In Kleene and Vesley [7], using methods adapted trom Kleene 
[5] 
We wdl now apply Lemma 3 3 to derive an independence r sult concerning the 
strong and weak forms of Knpke's schema Before doing so it will be useful to 
consider an Important collecuon of formulas studied m Harrop [2] and see how 
they behave with respect o our collection operation 
Definition 3.0. The set of Harrop formulas of a first order language L is the 
smallest set of formulas satisfying the follov mg condmons (1) every atomic 
formula of L is a Harrop formula. (2) if A and B are Harlop formulas and C ;s 
any fommla, then A/', B, VvA, and C ~ A are Harrop tormulas 
Lemma 3.5. Let A ={M,},~I be a collection of models and A be a closed Harrop 
formula of Lo such that V I~ IM.~E+A Then, C(A)~E+A 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward mducuon on Harrop formulas The reader 
may consult Smorynski [12, lemma 5.2 10], for a detailed proof. 
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The reader should note that any formula of the form -n A ~s a Harrop formula 
smce tt ~s an abbreviat ion of A ---, 0 = S0 The reader may observe that a very 
s~mple argument suffices to prove Lemma 3.5 for the case. ff negated formulas It 
ts tlus case of lemma 3 5 that wtll be used several times below 
Definit ion 3.1. Let T be a s~mple xtension of E and let A be a class of models of 
T We say T ~s preserved under C w~th respect to A if and only ff VO#A'_~ 
AC(~t')~ T
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a collectton of sentences of L,, and let A' be a class of models 
o] E tO T If VA  ~ T E + A ts preserved under C wtth respect ~o A', then E U T ts 
preserved under C wtth respect o A' 
In denying the following corollary ~e make use of the specml case ol I ,cmma 
3 5 for negated formulas 
Corollary 3.7. E kAC-NNI+KS FKS 
Proof. Let T=E+AC-NNt+KS We construct a model M ol I such that 
MV KS 
Let B=Con(T) ,  ~e the sentence ot 1.,, xxmch expresses, under a smtabl~ 
chosen allthmet~zat~on f syntax, that 0= g(I is not provable m T l._et B be a 
classical modet ot T+B xshu.h reah/es the t \pc 
F=I~IS"OI=0 Ineo)}U{Bto ,~)=S0}Ulv~c~(~l=0,  a ( t t -=S0)}  
The existence :)t ~uch a model lol lo~s trom the classical conslstcnc'~ ot T ÷ B the 
consistency of I" over T ~ B, and q~e compactness theorem Let M~ bca  lxripke 
model with a single node to which i~ associated 'B Let M, be a Krlpke model v~lth 
a single node to winch Is as~oclatcd a classical model ot 1"4-~B Let M,-  
('({M,~, ~, : )andlet  M=C({M, I ,  ,, ~1 Wcc la lmthat  M~7"and M fat lstosatts fy  
the instance of KS lor -n B 
F:r,t we sho~ that MV'qo~(Vxl~x(~j=Ovott~)=SO)/,U]~ot(~)=S0~--~-nB)} We 
proceed by reductlo ad absurdum Suppose 0~111-=lodV~.{o~(tl=O~ot(~.) = 
SO)/'(3xa(~,)=SO~,-nB)) Then, throe is an aelM,,..I, such that (1) 0x'lF 
3~ a(x )= S0~,  -nB By our construction M,~ -nB and hence, by the ~pccial case 
of Lemma 35  for negated formulas, 12) M~-nB By ( l t  and progresslvlty 
(0 ~.3)lk~lxa(x)=SO~e,-nB Hence. by (21. (O"',3)lF3~a(x)=SO But, by our 
constructmn. [M~o,,~,[,~=o~ Hence, 3n~o(O~,,3)l i -a(n)=SO But then. 0~IF 
~xa(x) = SO, and hence, by ( l )  0 M IF ~ B Therefore,  by progresstx fly, Mt ~ -n B 
But th~s contradmts our hypothes~s that M~ ~ B 
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Now we proceed to verify that M ~ T By our construction and Lemma 3 3, 
M~E+AC-NN~ Hence, we only need verify that M~KS Let 
K(A)(a)~ar~x(a(x)=O=Ova(x)=SO)/~(Vxa(~c)=O',-~-qA) 
/~I3xa(x)=SO--> A)
We must show that for any formula, A, perhaps containing parameters from 
I~o-I,, there ~s a sequence a ~ [~/0-]~ such that OMIt-K(A)(a) We consider four 
cases First we define four sequences from [~0-1~ 
Let /3~ ~ IM,,.,,I, w~th Vx ~ [MoM,]o/3(~) = 0 Let /32~ l,~t0-,[~ with 
and 
Vx e I,d,,~,, I,, (/34 x ) = 0 v 13_.(x ) = SO), 
~ ~: I :4,,,, I . /3 . (x )  = SO 
Vx ~ w132(x) = 0, 
Le~ /3x, t34 satisfy the same condmons as ~,13~ respectwely, but with M0.,, 
evt rywhere replaced by .ff,,~, Let at.  a_~, a~, a4c [~t0.,t~ with a l l  dora/3~ =/31 and 
,~, tdom 13,=~,, ,~, t dora/3, =13, and a2 Idom/34=/3a, a~ ~dom13~=/32 and 
~, I dora/3~ = (3~. and a .  I dora/32 = 132 and ~ t dora/34 =/34 The existence of 
each of the /3, follows from the conditions imposed on M~ and Me In each of the 
tollowmg cases we lea~e the computation that verifies 0MII-K~.A)(a) to the 
reader 
Case Ill ~I~-qA and M.~A If a =a  1, then O~II~-K(~,)(a) 
Case In) M~A antl M~A 1t a=ota,  then O'~lbK(A)(o~) 
Case (ml M~A and M.~A I| a=t~. then  O:'~lbK(A)(ot) 
Case Ilv) i~,I~A and M.t -A If ct =a4.  then O~IFK(A)(a) 
Since M~ and M. are models w~th single nodes, cases (l)-(w) exhaust all 
formulas 
Wc now proceed to prove that E+AC-NN ~ has the property of expllot 
definabd~ty for sequences Our proof reqmres the mtroductton of a refined 
tollcctlon operation lot Knpke models of E-e ,kC-NN~ 
Definition 3.2. Let A = {M,},~ ~ be a collection of K~lpke models for E + AC-NNI  
G'(A)={a~ G(A) I there  is a formula Blx. y) of L,~ with exactly the xanables 
~hown frec such that V~ c IM,~-V,~Vy(B(x, y)~.t~(r) = y)} 
Definition 3.3. Let A = {M,},~ ~ be a collection of Knpke models for E + AC-NN T 
C'(A) is the structure defined m defimtlon 2 21 with all occurrences of "G(A)"  
replaced by "G'(,. l)" 
It is a corollary of the following lemma that E+AC-NN t has the property of 
cxphclt definabdlty tor sequences 
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Lemma 3~8. let A={M,} .~ be a coUectlon 
IM, I :E+AC-NN ~, then C' (A) I :E+AC-NN ~ 
of Knpke models If VlC= 
Proof. Let a={M,} ,  ~ be a col lecnon of Knpke models such that V ie  
IM, ~E+AC-NN ~ We claim that C ' (~ I )~E+AC-NN ~ The proot that C'(A)~E 
~ ~denncal to the proof that C(A)~ E It remains to show that C ' (A)kAC-NN ~ 
Let Vo~(Vx~yA(x,Y,a)-->~/3VxA(x,/3( x) c~ ) be an m~tance of AC-NN ~ 
tor a formula A w~th exactly the variables hown tree (The treatment of instances 
with numerical parameters and with more th~n one sequence parameter  is 
essentmlly the same but typographically less attr ~cnve ) In order to prove that 
0' 'a' IkVa(V.' .  ::l~v A(x ,  v a)---~B/3VxA x .~( t ) .a ) ) ,  
~t suffices to show that 
for each a ¢ G ' ( J )  
Suppose O' ' a ' I FV~=PvA(x ,v ,~)  Then. by progressl~lt), (1) V ic l (O  xl.tj lk 
Vx3~vA(~,v ,  a l  By the defimt~on ol G'(AI there is a tormula, B(~.v) ,  with 
exactly the variables shown flee such that VI¢~I(O ~f l ) l I -V~V)~a(~l=)~-- ,  
B(~ ,')) Let A ' (~ v) abbreviate 
V-/( ~'~ Vw 3,t x ) = v <--~ BI ~. v fi --, Mx, v. TI) 
I t  It,haws that VI :- I(0 M, t)IFV~ Vv(A~(x  ~, )~--~ A(  ~, y, a) )  Hence, VlC- 
l(OM,zAkVx3tyA~(x,y) By hypothests VteI(OM.~)IFAC-NNL hence, V ie  
I(OM, z)IF3~V~:A~(,c.[3(~)) For eat.h i~ l  let /3, c l~. . ,h  be such that 
(0~*.l)lkV~A~'(x./3,(x)) and let /3=1_J,,~/3, Wc clmm that (2) /3~G'(A)and (3) 
O' 'a 'tkV~ A(x  /3(x}.at 
In order to estabhsh (2) it suffices to show that /3 c O(A) If thl~ fl the case, we 
have from above that V io l (0  ~',t)lkVxVy(~(t)=y~-*A (~,y)), ~c the add~- 
nonal conc, mon for membe~slup in G' ( / l t  is sausfled To show/3 ¢ G(A) ~t suttices, 
as m the foot of Lemma 33,  to show that/3 ~s single valued on ~o Suppose not 
Then there are ~, 1 ~ I and n ~ ¢0 such that/3,(n)  ~/3~(n I, (0 M', I ) IFAHn,/3,(n))  and 
(O~%,l)lkA*(n,/3 (n)) Let m~¢o be such that Oc"~lkA(n, re, a) Then,  by above, 
(0~, t ) l ?  ~.~(n,m) and (OM,,l)lkA~(n,m) But, th~s contradmts (1) Hence, {36 
G'(A) 
Finally we verity (3) We have by the above V Ie  I(O M,, e)lkVx A(x, (~(x), e~) 
t lence  it ,uItices to qhow Vx ~ ¢o0 c ~a'lkA(x, {3(x), ~) Suppose not Then there 
are ~z ,~¢e~ such that 0 ~ ~'~'lkA(tn, ,a) and /3(m)~n As above, we may derwe 
a statement whmh contradmts (1) 
Having e~tabhshed (2) and (.,) we may conclude that 0 ~'~a'lb 
_::1/3 Vx A(~,/3(x), a'~ 
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Lemma 3.9. If T ts a simple exlensum of E and T ts pre,served u,ider C' with respect 
to the class ot all ~ls models, then T ha~ the property of ewhctl definahdlty for 
~dqlwnt t", 
Proof. Let .J = {M,},, ~ he a collection of Krtpke models such that Vt ~ ~tM,~T 
Suppose also that (1) for every closed formula A of Lo, ff TI ¢ A, then .:h ~ L, X4],I~ A 
(The existence of a countable col lechon of Knpke models satisfying these 
conditions follows from the extended completeness theorem )
Suppose FI-3cxA, whepe A contains exactly the variable a free Then, by 
hypothesis ( " ( .~)k~A Hence C ' tA)~A(~) for  some a~G'( , J )Therefore,  by 
progre~sivlty, (2) V~ v !(0"~ ~tlFAIa) Since a c G'(A) we have for ~ome formula 
/~l~ x ) with exactly die varmhles shown free. (~) ~t ~ I{O ~,, i)IF 
VxVvt lh~ x ' ) ,~t~(~t=v)  tqom (2) and (3) it follows that Vi6IM,~V~:~ t yB/' 
V~.~ (Vxl~( ~, ~( x ~) - ,  A(a  )) '1 herefore,  by { I ). TFVx  =d~yB/ ' ,Va(VxB(: . ,  aO,) )  --~ 
It t-. an lmmcdlatc orollary ol l .emmas 3 8 and 3 9 that E+AC-NN v has the 
~xphcll definabdlty propelty tot sequences This result ,a proved m Kleeqe [6] 
Vve noxs apply I .cmmas 3 3 and 3 8 to prove the. following theorem This 
theorem answers a question of Mosohovak~s [10, p *72] 
Theorem 3 .10 .  E -~ AC - NNt t  ~ AC - N N 
Proof. Wc construct a theor'r. T. i .  L .  with the f311owmg properties 
lJ) I is an extension ot F+AC-NN v 
~n) T has the property ~,f exrhc l t  dehnabll l ty for sequences There is a formula 
D(~ v l of L.  with exactly the variables shown free s'tch that 
{m) FFV~ 3vD and 
(l~ ~ F fads to have the umformtzauon property w~th respect o the formula D, 
~ lhere Is no tormula B(x, v) of L,, ~tth  exactly the variables hown flee such 
that TFVx  3'~,B AV~ Vv(B  ~ D) 
F,rst we derwe the theorem from properUes 0)-(w) Suppose, for reducho,  that 
TF3a Vx D(x, o~(,.)) Then. by (u), there is a formula B(x, y) of Lo w~th exactly 
the .armbles shown free such that TFVx3VyB(x,y)AVo~(VxB(x. od,~))--+ 
V~D(x .a (x ) ) )  Since. by 0). TFE+AC-NN* ,  it follows lmmedmtely that TF 
~'~ 3tvB AVx Vv(B -+ D) But thl~ contradicts (w) Hence, TF'~Ia Vx D(x, ~(x)) 
But then. by (~) and (m), the instance of AC-NN for the formula D is 
underwable m E + AC-  NN! 
We proceed now to construct a theory T and formula D with the propert ies 
(l)-(w) 
l.et P(n, m) and O(n, m) be recurswe relations such that X = {n ~ ¢~ I=lm c 
~oP(n, m)} and Y={n~ 13mcooO(n.m)} are dlslomt recurswely inseparable 
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sets Let P'(x, z) and Q'(x, z) be formulas of Lo, wlth exactly the variables 
shown free. which numeralwlse represent m E +AC-NN ) P(n, m) and O(n, m) 
respectively Let (1) D(,;, y) abbreviate "q ~[(3z P'(x, z) -~ v = O)A(3z 0'(~, z) --* 
y = S(I)A(y = 0vv  = S0)] Let N ~ be the standald model of classical an,dysls i.et 
F ={D(S"0, S'"O)[N ~ ~D(S"O. S"'0)} Fmally, let T= E+AC-NN)UFU 
{Vx 3yD} 
We claim that T and D constructed aboee satisfy condmons (1)-0v) Condt- 
nons 0) and (m) are evident from the construction. 
Ad (u) We first show that if A ={M,},~r is a collectton of Knpke models for T, 
then C'(A)t-T By Lemma 3 8, C'(A)~E+AC-NN) Hence, we only need show 
that C'(A)~ l" and C'(A)~Vx =lyD Note that each formula m F is a Harrop 
formula (because it is a negated formula) By hypothesis, Vt ~ IM, ~ F it follows 
tmme&atel~ from Lemmas 3 5 and 3 6 (with the collection operation C replaced 
by C') that C'(A)~F 
In order to show that C'(A)~Vx 3yD, it suffices to show that Vn ~w :.Ira 
to OC"X)l)-D(a, tit), since, by hypothests, Vt ~ I(0 M,, t)lbVx ::lyD But, by our con- 
structlon, Vn ~ to 3m ~ w D(S"0, S'"0)~ F By the above argument, C'(d)~ F 
Thcretore, C'(,./)~Vr ~lyD It now follows Immedtately from Lemma 3 9 that T 
has the property of exphclt definabdlty for sequences 
Ad (iv) We proceed by reductto ad absurdum Suppose there is a formula 
B(x,y) of L. with exactly the variables shown free such that TI-Vx-3)yB/', 
V, Vy(B --* D) Then, by the fimteness of deductions, there ts a fimte F .~ 1" such 
that E+AC-NNIUF .U{Vx 3yD}FV~ 3)yBAV~c Vv(B(& y)---> D(x, V)) Let 
"F(,= E + AC -NN~ UFoU{Vx3yD} 
We claim first that there is a k~to such that T .U{~D(S;0 ,0 )}  and 
T()U/-nD(S~(), SO)} are both conststent Suppose not Then. Vk 
to(ToI-D(SkO. O)vT.I-D(S;O. SO), (recall that D is a doubly negated fo)mula) 
Hence, there is a function h ~ ~2 sueh that Vx ~ toh(x)=tay('/~)t-D(S~q, , ' 0)) T. 
ts recurswely axlomat~zed Therefore, h is a recurswe functton By ou~ construc- 
tion h separates X and Y But this contradicts the hypothests that X and Y are 
recursl~ely inseparable 
Let k be such that T.U{-nD(S~O,O)} and ToU{--nD(S~O, SO)} are both 
consistent c- ~arly. N'  ~'Fo Hence, by hypothests, N*~Vx ~)yB/x~x Vy(B ~ D) 
Thelefore, ~, ,- -nB(SaO, O) or N*~ "nB(S~O, SO) Suppose N*~ nB(S~O, 0) (the 
proof procee:ls identically in the other case) Let M. be a Krlpke model w~th a 
smgle node to which is assocmted N~ By the consistency of Tot_J{--nD(SkO, $0)}. 
there is a Krlpke model M~ such that M~Tot.J{-nD(SkO, SO)} Let M= 
C'({M,,, M~}) 
We clmm that M~To By Lemma 3 3, M~E+AC-NN)  By Lemmas 3 5 and 
3 6, M~F. It only remains to show that MgVx:lyD As above, tt suffices to 
show that Vneto~m~toM~D(n,m) By Lemma 35, thts wtll follow from 
Vn e to ~m e to(M(,~ D(n, m)/x M~ ~ D(n, m)) 
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By our construction, 
Vn~X(Mo~D(n, ( I ) /xM~D(n,O) ) ,  Vn 
~= Y(M()~D(n, SO)AMenD(n, SO)). 
Vn e to - (X U Y)(Mo~ (D(n, O) A D(n, SO)) A M~ ~ (D(n, O) v D(n, SO))) 
It follows that Vn ~ to Bm ~ to(Mo~ D(n, m) A M~ ~ D(n, m )) Therefore, Mk To 
By the above, T()bVx::lI yBAVxVy(B~D)  Hence, M~Vx ~) yBAVx 
Vy(B---~ D) Therefore, e~ther (a) MI=B(Sk0,0) or (b) M~B(S~O, SO) Case 
(a) contradicts Mo~B(S~O,O) ,  by progressw~ty In case (b), ~t follows frc)m 
M~Vx Vy(B ~ D). that M~ D(S~O, S0) By progress~wty, th~s contradicts M~ ~-7 
D(Sk O, St)) 
I am indebted to Saul Knpke for suggesting that the following corollary ought 
to be provable using the techmques developed m the proof of Theorem 3 10 
Corollary 3.12. There ts a theory, 7", which has the property of umque exphctt 
definabday ]or numbers and lacks the property of exphcu definabthty t or numbers. 
Proof. Let D(x, y) abbreviate tile same formula as m the proof of Theorem 3 10, 
and let T=E+AC-NN)+ Vx 3vD We claim that 
(!) T has the property of unique exphclt definability for numbers, and 
(n) T lacks the property of exphot definabihty for numbers 
Ad (1) Suppose TI-::i) xA(x),  where A contains exactly the varmble x free We 
show that there is an ncto such that VM(M~T---~M~A(S"O))  7FA(S"0) 
follows lmmedmtely by the extended completeness theorem 
Recall that N* denotes the classical standard model of analysis Let M(, be a 
Knpke model with a smgle node to which is associated N* Clearly, Mo~ T 
We claim that VM(M~ T-~ C({M(), M})~ T) Suppose M~ T Then, by Lemma 
3 3, C({Mo, M})I: E + AC-  NN) it remains to show that C({Mo, M}) ~ Vx 3yD We 
only need show that Vn~to3mC({Mo,  M})~D(n,m) In order to do this it 
suffices to show that Vm ~ to ~]n ~ to(M()~ D(m, n)A M ~ D(m, n)) (recalling that D 
is a Harrop formula and applying Lemma 3 5) But, by the choice of D and M. 
Vn ~ X(Mo~ D(n, O)AM~D(n, O) Vn ~ Y(Mo~D(n, SO)AMiD(n ,  SO)) 
Vn ~ to - (X U Y)((M.~ D(n, O)A D(n, ~0)) A (M~: D(n, O)v D(n, SO))) 
Therefore, C({Mo, M1})~ T 
By hypothesis, TF31xA, hence, Mo~3)xA Let n be the unique natural number 
such that MonA(n)  We claim VM(M~T---~ M~A(S'-9)) Suppose not Let M~T 
and MI~A(S"O) Then, by the above and progre~wlty, C({Mo, M})~T and 
C({Mo, M})gA(S"  0) But, C({Mo, M})~3)xA, hence there is an rn 6 to such that 
2(3 ~ Wt_'l I1 ~le| t l  
('({Mo, M})I :A(m) and m~ n Then, by p~g|ess|v~ty,  M.~:A(m)  But this con- 
t~ad~cts M~,#]~aA This complete~ our proof of clmm (~) 
Ad (u) Recall t rom the proof of Theorem 3 10 that there ~s a k ~ w such that 
TF O(S~0, 0) and TFD(S~0,  $0) Therefore, it follow~ from the constructmn of 
O that Vn ~o2Tt"D(S~O, S"O) But, TI-~yD(S~O, y) 
We now apply our collection operat ion C to study certain extensions of 
E + AC-NN ~ A difficulty which stands in the way of applying the operaUon C to 
study theories which contain E+AC-NN is that th~s latter theory ~s not 
preserved under C w~th respect to the class of all its models One can m fact 
exhibit a pan of one point Knpke models. M~ and M2. which are w-models of 
classical analys~s, such that C({M~. M2})t z E + AC-  NN (This, |ncidentally, gives 
an alternative proot of Theorem 3 10 ) Wha~ we will st~ow is that k: +AC-  NN is 
preserved unde~ C with respect to a restricted class of models Th is  restricted 
class will still contain a counter model to each unpmvahle  sentence ot E + A(  - 
NN and hence, Lemma 3 0 will allow us to conclude the d|slunction property and 
the property ot cxphc~t definability for numbers trom our modified collcct~on 
lemma 
Lemma 3.13. Let .1 = {M,},~ ~ be a ~olle~uon of Knpke models sud~ thai for et'et7 
~/M,~/~+AC-NN and M, ts oo~-~aturated Then C(A)~E+AC-NN 
ProoL Let .i = {/V/, }. ~ bc a collection ot Krlpke modcN sat|sfymg the hypothesis ol 
the lemma By Lemma 3 1, C (A ;~E Hence, v,c only need qmw that ('{2t) 
san~fies each mqance  ol AC-  NN 
Let Va (Vx By A (~c, y, ~ / ~ El/3 Vx A (~./3 (x), a )) be an m~tance of AC - NN for 
a formula A w~th exactly the variables shown free tAs above, the case lor a 
formula with a single sequence parameter  ser~es to dluslrate the general case ) It 
suffices to show that 0 ~ ~ ~ll-Vx By A(x, v. o~)--> 0C '~qb3¢-~ Vx A(~./3(x),  a) for 
each ~ ~ G(A) 
Suppo%e. t l)0""~qFV~t:: lyA(x.y,c~) for some eceG(A)  Then VmewBne 
co O ~ 'a ' lkA(m.  m c~) Let fe'°to be such that 0 ~ ¢'X~lk/A ...... {A(m, f (m),  ~)} Then. 
by progressl~tty, (2) W e l(O r't,, I)IFIA ...... {A(m, t im) .  ~)] By (1), progress|vity. 
and the hypothesis of the lemma, Vl c I(0 '~t, t)lk3/3 Vr  A0c,/3(x), ~t  Hence. by 
(2), 
Wn ~ "¢~ C I (0  '~', t ) lk'~t~(/~ . . . . .  {/3(n)---  f (n  )}AV ~. A (:,,,/3('-), e ) )  
Therefore, by the hypothesis that Vte  IM, is ~o~-saturated, (3) 
Vt c l(O ''~ , ~ )IF =l,f3 (/A . . . . .  {13( m ) = ~'(m)} AVX A(  ~.,/3(.:,, ), o~ )) 
For each t c I let /3, e[.~..,,h be such that (41 (0 ~,.t~lb/A ...... {/3,(m~ : fIm)}A 
VxA(~,/3,(~t, at ,  and let /3 = g,,~/3, We claim that /3c G(A) and 
O' "~'lk W, AI:~, ~(x) .  a )  
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To show that/3 e G(A) we only need verify that [3 is single valued on to But 
th~s follows immedmtely from (4) Again by (4) we have Vt ~ I(0 t~,, t)lFTx A(~, 
/3(x), a)  Hence, in order to prove that 0c"aql-Vx A(x. ($(x), o~), ~t suffices to show 
that Vm ~ to 0 c ~'xqF A(m./3(m), a) But th~s follows ~mmedmtely from (2) aad (4) 
The following result was proved m Moschovakls [lt)] by a,' adaptation of 
methods from Kleene [5] 
Corolla|y 3.14. E+AC-NN has the d~slun~tmn property and the property o] 
expltttt definatnhty for numbers 
Lemma 3.15. Let A = {M,},, ~ be a tollectum of Krtpke models sw_h ~ha; for every 
t ¢ IM, g E + AC-  NS and M, Is to z-saturated Then C(A) ~ E + AC-  NS 
ProoL le t  ~={M,}, ~ be a collectmn of Knpke models whch satisfies the 
hypothesls o! the Icmma As above, we only need show that C(3)  satisfies each 
instance of AC-NS 
Suppose C(A)#V~ 3~ A(x. t~) for some formula A of Lo [~o; each n e to let 
/3~ ~ G(A~ be such that (1) C(A)~A(n./3.) Then, 
l~={VX #,,IX)= el(n, ~-))I n E~}U{V& 3~(Vy/3(Y) ---- ~((~, y))AA(x,/3))} 
~s a consistent ype over M, for every l c I Since for each t c ]M, is ~0~-saturated. 
we have VIcI3aci~t, , . , I~M,~/AF(a) For each ~ l  let a, be such that (2) 
M,~/AF(a,). and let a=U. ta ,  We clmm that (3) c~G(A)  and (4) 
C(A )IFV~c ~[J(Vy/3(y) = t~((x, y))A A(x, 13)) 
By (2) we have Vn, m e to W c Ia,((n, m))=/3,,(m) But (,) maps tox¢o onto to 
Hence, t~ is ~mgle valued on to and therefore c~ e G(A) 
In order to prove t4) we only need show that VnetoS/3~_G(, : l )C IA)# 
Vy/3(y)=et((n, y))AA(n,/3) This follows immediately from (1), (2), and (3) 
The following result was prowd by Moschovak:s [10] using methods adapted 
from Kleene [5] 
Corollary 3.16. E + AC-  NS has the dtsluncuon property and the exphcu deflnabd- 
Ity property for numbers 
In each of the following lemmas and corollaries T is understood to be a simple 
extension of E + AC-  NN 1 
Lemma 3.17. Let T be a theory wtu~h Is preserved undel C with respect o the class 
of its toz-saturated Knpke models Then T+ BIM ts preserved under C with respect o 
the class of its to~-saturated Knpke models 
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Proof. Suppose T sansfies the hypothesis of the lemma and A ={M.}.._I is a 
collection of Knpke models such that (1) VtE I (M,~T+BIM and M, is ~o~- 
saturated) We must show that C(A)~BIM 
Suppose (2) 
C(A)~Va ::Ix A(&0C))AVX Vy(A(x) 
A (x ~- y)) A Vx(A  (x ) ~ B(x)) A Vx(VyB(x *~)) ~ B(x)), 
for a paw ot tormulas A and B of Lo We must show that (3) C(A)~B(O) We 
note first that 
T+BIMI-Va3~.A(6:(~))AVx y(A(x )---~ A(x'~y))AVx(A(x)---~ B(x)) 
A V~:(Vy B(x ~ Y) ~ B(x)) --~ Vx B(x ) 
(This follows from Howard and Krelsel [3, SecUon 4, Remark 4] Recall that by 
the convennon stated above T is an extension of E + AC-  NN t) Hence, by (1), (2) 
and progresswlty (4) Vt c I(0 M,, l)~Vx B(x) ttence, by (2) and (47, we have (5) 
Vm ~ w(C(A )I~ B(m) ~ 3n ~ oJ C(A)t~ B(m ~ t~ )) 
Now we proceed to prove (3) by leductlo ad absurdum Suppose 
(6) C(za ) F B ((1) Wc define a funcnon ] as follows (7) f( m ) =/xn (C(zi) I¢ B (f( m ) * ~ )) 
By (5), (6), and (7), f is a total function from (o into (o and (8) V ine 
oJ C(z~)l~ B(f(m)) 
We construct a sequence a G G(A) such that a ~ w =f  Note first that F= 
{a(m)= ¢(m)I m E w} Is a consistent type over M, for every t~ I (recalhng, again, 
that by our convention T extends E+AC-NN v) Hence, by (1), VtE I3aE  
[a/.~,,[~ M,~l~F(e~) For each te l  let a, be such that M,~l~l"(a,) and let a= 
LJ ,~a,  It is immedmte that (9) aEG( ,a)  and a [ to=f  By (87, (9) and 
C(,.~)~Va(A(x)--* B(x)) we have 'din E o)C(A)gA(&(m)) But thin contradicts 
C(A)~Va 3x A(&(x)) This completes our proof that C(A)~B(O) 
Lemma 3.18. Let T be a theory whwh is preserved under C w:'h respect o the class 
of its ~o~-saturated Knpke models Then T+ KS ts presert~ea unc er C wtth respect o 
the class o] us ~o~-saturated Knpke models 
Proof. Let T satisfy the hypothes~s of the lemma and let ..4 ={M,},~ be a 
collection ot Knpke models such that k'l,t E I(M, ~ T+KS and M, ~s eo~-saturated' 
For each formula A ol L(, we construct a sequence [3aEG(A) such that (1) 
C(A) FV~(/3A (x) = 0v  13a (x) = S0)A (Vx 13A (x) = SO<-->A ) 
If C (~)~A we let/3a E G(za) be a sequence which ~s ~dent~cally equal to SO on 
IC~A)I(~ Such a sequence xists since C(A)k E+AC-NN~ 
If C(A)t~A we construct /3A as tollows By hypothes~s, V~ ~ [M, ~KS Hence, 
FA = {/3(.)= 0 In  e o~} U {Vx(/3(x) = 0v/3(x) = S0)A (~. ¢3(~) = S0~A)}  
ts a countable consistent type over M, for each t ~ I Therefore. since each M, ~s 
~o,-saturated, W E 1 3/3 E [s~,,~,,[~ M, ~Fa( /3 )  For each ~ E I let {3, e IsCo-,h be such 
that M, V&FA(/3,), and let /3a = (.J,~ d3, It follows lmmedmte!~ that /3A E G(z~) 
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A s~mple calculation, which we omit, shows that for each tormula A of L,) (1) 
holds with /3,~ constructed as above 
Lemma 3.19. Let T be a theory whtch ts preserved under C wtth respect o the class 
of tts o~-saturated Knpke models Then T+ KS- ts preserved under C w~th respect 
to the class of tts to~-saturated Knpke models 
The proof of Lemma 3 19 ~ almost ~denucal to the proof of Lemma 3 18 We 
leave the detads to the reader 
The following notions will be useful m deahng w~th theories containing ¢,on- 
tmuity axmms 
Definition 3.4. (a) Let A be a collectton of Knpke models zi ~s d~secte,,l ~t and 
only f fVMeAVpeK M~MIeAM~M" 
(b) A o ~s a d~ssecuon of ~ ff and only ff zl() ~s d~ssected and VMeA()BM~e 
A :_lpeK ~, M~M~' 
Lemma 3.20. Let T be a theory whtch ts preserved under C wtth respect o the class 
of tts to~-~aturated Knpke models and let zl be a colleetton of Knpke models for 
T + WC-  N )c such that XA ts tol-supersaturated If A'={M,}.~ is a dtssect~on f
v_,zi, therr C( A ')~ T + WC-  N )< (WC-N ~ conststs of those instances of WC-N)  
whteh ate closed ) 
Proof. Let T and A satlsty the hypothesis ot the lemma and let zl' ={M,L ~ be a 
dissection of _vA Note first that for any to ~ -supersaturated Knpke too, tel M, 
Vp e K M M r is wl-saturated Hence, C(zl')~ T Therefore, we only need sh( w that 
C( A')~ WC-  N1C 
Suppose (1) C(A')~Vot ::l)x A(a, x) for some formula A of Lo with exactly the 
variables hown free We must show C(A')~V/3 3x 3y Va(/3(v) = &(y) ~ A(a ,  x)) 
Let /3 e G(ZI') and k e to be such that C(zV)~A(/3, k). It 
suffices to show that (2) C(A ' )~3y Vc~(/3(y/= &(y)--~ A(a, k)) 
There are two parts to the proof of (2) In part (9 we show (3) C(zl')g 
Vcd~{/3(n)=a(n)lm~to}--~A(o~,k)) In part (n) we show that (2) can 19e 
derwed from (3) 
Part (0 In order to prove (3) we need to show that (4) VpeK c~-v)Vae 
IsCr,[1 p 1~-&{/3(n) =a(n) [ n c to} ~ A(o~, k) We prove (4) by cases 
Case (a) Let p=0 c~a) and let aeG(A ' )  Suppose 0¢(a')l}-/Xk{/3(n) = 
a (n) lneto}  Then there is a veG(A ' )  and 1,1~1 such that (5) 3, r ls¢o~,[,) =
~ t I~o,,I,, and (6) v t ts~,,~,l,)=t3 t Is~,,,,I,i It follows from (1) and (6) that 
0 ~ ~a'qFA(% k), and then trom (1) and (5) that 0c(a')lF-A(~, k) 
Ca;e ~,b) Let p=(q ,z )  for some te l  and qEK M, and let ~el~l ,  Suppose 
p I~- ~t/3(n) = a(n)  I n E to} Since zl' is dissected, there is an t' e I such that (7) 
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M',' ~ M, Hence, (0, ~, V)IF~ {/3(n) = F(a ){n) [ n a w} Then, there is a 5' ~ G(A')  
and a I~ I such that T[ I~/ , , , , ] .  =F(a)  and v I[M0.,[o =13 {Isg..,[o, As under 
ease (a) we may conclude that (0 ~t . t ' ) IFA(F(a) ,  k) But then. by (7), plb 4 (a .  k) 
Part (u) Fnst we show (8) = lne~0VpeK ' -~Vae ld~ahp l t - f i (n )=a(n) -~ 
A la ,  k~ Suppose not Then 
F={[f i (n)=6~(nI]"(v~)ln ~ o)}O{7(A°(~,  k. v~))} 
~s a countable consistent type m the variables a.v~, over CL(XA) Since 
53  IS to~-supersatmated It follows that :tp ~ K "a ~a e[s~,ah (ptF/ik{fi(n)= 
a(n ) ~ n ~ eo} A p~ A a, k )) But th~s contradicts (3) 
Since 2d is a dlsscctmn ot XA, ~t follows from (8) that (9) =In ~.to Vp 6 K "-'a 
Va ~ I~1~ a 1~ ptF/3(n) = 6(n)  --~ A(a ,  k) I2) follows lmmedmtely from (1) and (9) 
via progrcsslv~ty 
Lernma 3.21. Let T be a theory whtth ~s preserved under C w'th respe(t to its 
,o:~atumted Knpke madels and let A be a tollecaon of Knpke models for 
T+ C-  N ~' such that x..l ~s ~o~-supe~amruted If A' = {M,},, ~ ts a dtssectmn of ~A, 
dwn C(~')~ T+ C-  N ~ 
Proof: As in the proof of Lcmma 3 20 we only need show that C(A ' )~C-N T~ 
Suppose (1) C( J ' )PVa  3w~ A(&, ~) lor some formula A of Lo with exactly the 
variables ,hown free 
Let I)(/3) abbre~wte the tormula K. ( /3 )AVy( -n~ly )=O- -~Vo~(3z&(z )= 
V ---> A(o~./3(y) -- SOD) (Rccall that K~(/31 abbreviates 
Vc~3~ -n /3(c~X))=( )AV~Vy(~B( '¢ )=' ) - -~ 7 /3 (~.~y)=0) )  
We need to show that 12) Ct . I ' )~3BD(B)  
By (1) and hypothesis wc have (31 Vzc-13/3e{.ff0.,t~l~l,#D(~) By (1) and 
Lemma ~ 20 we have (4) Vo~eG(a ' )3m,  ,le~o VpeK<'a 'v /3e[s¢ , , [ l  p lF&(m)= 
~tm)- - . . \ ( /3  tl) 
[e t  J .--"m be dchned as tollows 
l(m) = g~(x : ( ) , \Vpc K ~ '~ ~Va e IN,,[~ pl~-Sx~(x) = m - -~A(a.  x - 1)). 
It 4uch an x exists, 
= () olhcrw~e 
By (3) and (4) the type F={13(n)=J (n ) l  n ew}U{D(/3)} Is consistent over M, 
for cxciy ~c l  Since each M~ is wl -satmated we have V~- I3 /3E IM. - ,h  
M, el~I'([3) For ca-h ~!  let /3, E{.~..,,[I be such that M,/~F(/3,) and let 13= 
U,, ~/3, Then /3 c G(. I ' )  and C(.~')~ D(/3) 
It should be clear to the reader that the proof of Lemma 3 20 relies essentially 
on the umqueness assumption m the antecedent of WC-N I Without  this. our 
argument m part (i) that 0' ~a, g V~ (&l/3(n) = a (n) [ n ~ to} --~ A (c~, k)) would fall 
In addmon the a~gument of part (0. case (b) also lehes on the fact that the 
Sonte apl, h~ at,.ns of Knpke model~ "~1 
lormula A contaln,~ no sequence parameters q h¢ references drawn on the basis of 
the ~ommphtsm between M;' and M, would not be vahd without th~s assumptmn 
Tht. author as yet sees no way around these difficulties and knows of no other way 
to prove a collection lemma for models of theories containing WC-  N A fortlorL 
the same s~tuat~on obtains with respect to theories containing C - -N  
Corollary 3.22. I/ 7" ts a theory wtuch ts preserved under C with tespect to tts 
~ :saturated Krtpke models, then T+ WC-  N T~ and T+ C - N ~ have the &s lum - 
tton property and the property o~ exphct! definabthtv for numbers 
Proof. Wc show only that T + WC-  NV~ has the disjunction property The other 
theses of the corollary may be proved m a similar manner 
Suppose I { W(" N '~ ~* A and T+ WC - NV~ 1~ B. A and B closed formulas of 
l.~, let  M>M.  be models of T+WC-N ~< such that MjI~-A and M~IeB By 
1 emma 2 I1 there ts a A,, such that vaOs an co:supersaturated elementary 
extension ot -~k Let A' be a dissection of ~'a.  By our construction, the 
hypothesis ot the corollary and Lemma 320,  C( ,A ' )~T+WC-N vC But 
3~, [ ' .M" : J 'M ' IeA  and M"IeB Hence C(A ' ) IeAvB 
It ~s a consequence ot the above lemmas and corollaries that the theories whmh 
result from E+AC-NN t by the addmon of any eombmahon of the schemata 
A(  -NN,  AC-NS.  BIM, KS. KS , WC-N T¢ and C-N t~ all have the dlslunc- 
tlon property and the property of exphmt definability for numbers These result, 
were pro~ed in Moschovahs [10] fol he above theories with WC-N Ic, C -  N ~ , 
KS and KS omxtted, and extende by her m 1967 cf Kleene [6, p 104, 
footnote 411. to mchlde themms containing C-N v The results tol the above 
theories x~th ( . - -N  ~ and C-N included but without either form ot Knpke's 
schema were proved m Kleene [6] Recently (June. 197g} J .R  Moschovakls has 
announced an extension of the methods of her [10] to handle the above theories 
x~lth C - -N  and KS Included (More premsely, the results of Moschovakls and 
Klcene are for the subsystems of the system I ot Kleene and Vesley [7] 
corresponding to the above heones ) The above collection lemmas may also be 
used to dome the independence of instances of various classically vahd but 
mtmtlomstlcally mvahd logical schemata from the theories considered after the 
lashlon of Smorynskl [ 12] 
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